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- igyptian Support for Sadat

Sadat has again proven his ability to read the mood

cf the average Egyptian. Hundreds of thousands turne out

tio greet and cheer him when he returned to Egypt. WIle

ttrenuous efforts were mounted by government officials and

- cadres of Sadat's new party to ensure a 
massive reception,

1-here was no doubiting the genuine enthusiam of the 
throngs.

- lmbassy Cairo notcs, however, that the crowds 
were somewhat

- maller and relatively more subdued than those 
which

yelcomed him upon his return from Jerusalem.

- The agreement's popularity among the masses 
is not

spurprising. . In the months since launching his intitiative

$adat has skillfully exploited latent grievances of many

rgyptians toward the wealthy Arabs 
and the Palestinians.

-- Je crystallized their vague feelings that daily hardships

pnd frustrations resulted from the sacrifices tho Egyptians

;have made on bphalf of the Palestinians.

The attitudes of the Egyptian officers -corp toward thec

Agreements.are. also, thus far:, positive-

--General Gamasy expressed his personal support

for. the agreements; and

the Camp

David accords are welcomed by a officers.

The Egyptian military appears prin-ipally concerned that

the.agreements.do, in.fact, restore Egyptian sovereignty

over the entire Sinai and, thereby, justify 
the army's

- - sacrifices and. uphold its honor. - -
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The initial reaction of politicaly informed Ensis, however, less mooithic. On the one hand Egyptians
and professional propl who can gecnerally expect sto ben1tfrom peace are highl~y suppoirtive_. On the other, Jiowever, csome journalists, university professors, students, andvr
government officials have exprcssed reservations,

Many of those who have expressed reservationr> wereinitially suppdrtive of Sa3aL's Jerusalem visit be!cause hecontinued to adhere to basic Arab Positions. They now aretroubled that Sadat, has concluded an essentially bilateral_ agreement --- art assessinent which is even shared by many ofSadat's most ardent supportcxr,.

Any organized opposition to Sadat is likely to formaround the amorphous Ecgyptian left and the conservativeM~uslim right:

---The leftists have already voiced complaints that- Sadat failed to regain real sovereignty over theSinai (the Soviet Ermbassy is taking the same tack).
--The Muslim right is likely to make the failureto secure Jerusalem its rallying point,

Spadat's opponepts appnarentjly are refraining from making an- - 3ssue of the' negative reacLions of the other Arab stateskecause of the prevailing "Egypt-first" mood*,

Looking ahead, Sadat's greatest challenge will be to- rove that peace has arrived and is bringing economicbenefits. Egyptians have learned to be skeptical aboutrtronouncements that peace and prosperity are just around-the corner -- they expcted rapid economic development after
hihb economic liber.aiztion and "open door" policiesenefitted only a smal1 group. of entrepreneurs.Moreover, they were disillusioned when Sadat's Jerusalem

- isit failed to bring an equally dramatic Israeli response.

For. these reasons,. Sadat cannot take lightly an adversef;audi reaction because his development plans depend upona continuing generous inflow of for-:ign aid. This may prove(;specially so now since Egypt recent. -4a-wd a loan agree-ment with the P which requires Sac: -' government to putegypt's economic house in order, Moreover, the Saudis, even
frith tCamp David, were beginning to show signs of impatience

slow pace of ccoonmic and governmental reform.
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A bandwngon effect is likely to rally man yli;hter-(
S to Sadat for now, but Sadat must perform skillfully lag
4aintain this support. He can be expected to utilize

- every available oppcrtunity to bolster Egyptian zgorale
-- from announcing. a new government of peace to praying at

4t. Catherine's monastery but, ultimately, he must
_- - Celiver peace and prosperity. -- --
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